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This is the official Facebook page for Director V.V. Vinayak (Sarath Kumar) and his film

Sooryavamsam. 2017 | Director V.V. Vinayak / Surya Vetri / Suryavamsam. InSuryavamsam (Tamil:
சூர்வரவ்மள்Suryavamsam ) is a 1997 Indian Tamil-language film, directed by V. V. Vinayak, starring
Sarath Kumar, Prabhu Deva, Rekha, G. V. Sandow and Devayani. Suryavamsam is the remake of the
1997 Malayalam film Suryavamsam, starring Mohanlal and Madhavan. The film revolves around the
theme of a god (Sarath Kumar) being reincarnated into humans and working for the betterment of

the people around him. Suryavamsam is a Malayalam film directed by Sibi Malayil and starring
Mohanlal and Madhavan in the lead roles. In this film, the main character of the story, Â Maari Surya,
is wrongly treated as a criminal and is jailed. He is released after his father's friend, Venu, takes care

of the case. Suryavamsam, an elderly woman, is looking for a young boy to be reborn into. So she
kidnaps one from a jilted lover and installs his scrawny body inside her stomach, after which she

gives birth. But the young boy finds out about it and is so furious about his mother's deception that
he decides to kill her. Suryavamsam is a 1997 Indian Tamil-language film, directed by V. V. Vinayak,

starring Sarath Kumar, Prabhu Deva, Rekha, G. V. Sandow and Devayani. Suryavamsam is the
remake of the 1997 Malayalam film Suryavamsam, starring Mohanlal and Madhavan. The film

revolves around the theme of a god (Sarath Kumar) being reincarnated into humans and working for
the betterment of the people around him. Suryavamsam is a Malayalam film directed by Sibi Malayil

and starring Mohanlal and Madhavan in the
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Suryavamsam is a 1997
Indian Tamil film, It has

been directed by K. Vijayan,
starring Sarath Kumar and
Raadhika in the lead role.

The film also co-stars
Vijayakanth, Dileep,

Vadivelu and Vidharth.
Music was scored by

Ramani. The film is based
on the novel of the same
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name by Sundaram. It
marked the acting debut of

Raadhika. The film
garnered mixed reviews
and became a hit at the

box office, having done a
below average business in
the United Kingdom. The
film has surpassed the

original novel's gross and
netted Â . Watch
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